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Nick V. Flor, University of New Mexico (nickflor@unm.edu)
Assumptions. This tutorial assumes (1) that you had an Excel worksheet with the following columns: tweets,
favorites, followers, friends, listed, fav, rt;(2) that you saved that file as mag10.csv and, finally, (3) that you ran R and
did a File > Change dir… to the folder containing mag10.csv
ACTION

REACTION
IMPORTING CSV DATASET INTO R

•

Type mag10=read.csv("mag10.csv", header=T)
then press Enter

Explanation: This reads the csv file into the variable
mag10. Remember, this particular dataset is assumed
to have following columns: tweets, favorites,
followers, friends, listed, fav, rt.
We will NOT use fav and rt in our model.

•

Type mag10 (or whatever you named your
variable) then press Enter to see your data

Explanation: Typing any variable allows you to see
its content.
Note: I scrolled up some so you could see the column
headings

(continued on next page)

DO THE REGRESSION (MODEL THE DATA SET)
•

Type:
model=lm(followers~tweets+favorites+friends
+listed,mag10)

Explanation:
Suppose you were interested in how to gain more
followers on Twitter, and you suspected it had to do
with the number of times you tweeted & favorited, as
well as the number of times you were friended and
listed by others.
This creates a linear model, where followers is a linear
combination of the tweets, tweets, favorites, friends,
and the number of times listed.
ANALYSE THE REGRESSION MODEL
•

Type: model

Explanation: This prints out the coefficients and the
intercept.
Equation:
Followers = 0.06702*tweets -0.07931*favorites 1.61977*friends + 58.63343*listed
Implication: The best strategy for gaining followers is
getting listed by others.
•

Type: summary(model)

Explanation: This gives additional information about
the regression, the most important of which is the rsquared, which in our example is 0.4933. That value
means the model only accounts for 49.33% of the
variance in the data, i.e., 50.67% is explained by other
variables.
Nevertheless, this model gives useful heuristics to try
in order to get more followers. You can also do what-if
analyses.

PREDICTING NEW VALUES (WHAT-IF ANALYSES)
Supposed I want to know how many followers I would
have it I tweeted a total of 1000 vs 2000 times,
favorited 500 vs 1000 other tweets, was friended 250
times vs 500, and was put on 10 lists vs 20 lists. Use
the predict function:
•

predict(model,
data.frame(tweets=c(1000,2000),
favorites=c(500,1000), friends=c(250,500),
listed=c(10,20)))

Explanation: The prediction function takes a model as
input and a data.frame with new values. In this case it
predicts I’d have 748 vs 957 followers.
Very easy, but remember to check the r-squared to determine the quality of your model.

